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1. Contacting the client by our professional team in different languages 

(Arabic. English. Turkish, Persian and Russian) before his visit and explain 

about the real estate in Turkey and it’s important to the people who want 

invest or live in Turkey by showing the maps, properties, offers. 

2. Guarantee the best advice from our professional team and provide reality 

studies about the economic feasibility of the required investment.

3. Making a plan to each client for his visit to the projects and make sure that 

he knows the areas and the services in area of projects.

4. Free visits to the projects in all over Istanbul.

5. Advice the costumer to the vest schools and universities to his children if he 

want to move to Turkey

6. Advice the best hotels to stay in Istanbul, we know the areas and the best 

places to stay in Istanbul so we can advise according to the client’s request 

and budget.

7. Checking the documents for the clients to make sure that it’s clear 

8. After deciding the project by client. making sure that all the documents 

and the legal Procedures   is clear and correct

9. Guarantee the best offers from construction companies and the best 

payment plan 

10. Guarantee the best price while finishing the deal.

11. Free pricking up from the airport to the accommodation place.

As a part of its  goals to  the clients Luxury signature company provide a lot of services 

before sale and its distungshed in it’s services to the client after sale  because Luxury 

signature looking forward to a long relation with its clients  not only to sell. 
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Our services 
before sale:



1.Citizenship process with our professional lawyer who’s doing only the 
citizenship process. 

2.Residence permit process for the client 

3.Extracting tax number and help opening the bank account 

4.Title deed applying and following.

5.Resale the flats if the client wants to sell his apartment again.

6.Property management: we can make a contract with the client to manage 
his flats. 

7.Following up with the project management.

8.Following up with the construction company and follow the developing 

9.Taking care of all the legal process.

10.We have a special department for design and furniture It is managed by an 
experienced engineering team specialize in interior design.

And as we mentioned before our aim to make a long relation with the client 
which is mean our services will continue and will not end after the sale only.
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After sales 
Services:
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